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ACKLAM WOLD RELAY STATION 

1. Introduction 

TTiis report has been prepared at the bequest of the British Broadcasting Corporation. The purpose 
of the archaeological investigations were to evaluate the threat to archaeological deposits on the site 
by the proposed development. 

The cartographic details (Fig. 1) are based on information supplied by the SMR at Northallerton 
and whereas every attempt has been made to provide an accurate picture of the available 
information, it is necessary to advise that as most of the information is drawn from the plotting of 
aerial photographs, there is always an element of inaccuracy involved in such work and this should 
be applied accordingly. 
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Figure 1 

Aerial Reconnaisance 



2. Excavation Methods 

The specific area of the site which was to be directly disturbed during the re-development was 
mechanically stripped usmg a JCB with an untoothed ditching bucket A second area (Area 2) to the 
west of Area 1 was also selectively stripped (Fig. 2), as this area would be effected by the line of a 
new soakaway. 

Figure 2 is to be used in conjunction with Plan 109. 

The irregular line of the eastem extent of Area 1 is due to the positioning of a live 
telecommunications cable which was located prior to stripping. 



3. Geological Considerations 

The Acklam Wold Transmitter Site stands on the Middle Chalk of the Upper Cretaceous Period. 
Within the hard white chalk are thin beds of grey flint; the upper layers of rock were crytobated by 
frost action during the Devensian Glaciation when the ice invaded the Vale of York but did not reach 
this part of the Yorkshire Wolds. Over the irregular surface of the chalk is a layer of red brown clay 
loam, mostly loess in origin, with components derived from the break down of the underlying rock, 
including frost fractured flint flakes. This mantle lies beneath the modem plough soil and has been 
studied at Calais and Huggate Wold (Catt Weit & Madgett). 
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4. Excavation Results 

As mentioned above the area to be stripped was divided mto two areas (Fig. 2: Area 1 and Area 2). 

Area 1 
Area 1 measured approximately 16m by 7m maximum and was considered the area of the site to be 
most disturbed by the proposed development. 
Aerial reconnaissance of the site (Fig. 1) had suggested the presence a linear feature in the 

unmediate vicinity of Area 1. The mechanical stripping of the site removed a layer of very dark 
brown sDty clay loam (Layer 1) which covered Area 1 in the south to a depth of 0.25m and up to 
0.40m in the north. Immediately below this layer of topsoil was a thin layer of frost fractured chalk 
pieces measuring approximately l-3cm in length mtermixed with a small proportion of peagravel 
and surviving to a dqpth of 0.07m (Layer 2). This layer overlaid the solid chalk bedrock (Layer 3). 
For a large proportion of Area 1 there were no traces of the red-brown clay loam which is to be 
usually found covering the frost fractured chalk. It is suggested that previous agricultural activity on 
the site prior to earUer development by the BBC had removed this layer (Layer 4), except for a small 
sector measuring approximately 1.5m by 1.4m, which was located in the extreme south-west comer 
of Area 1 adjacent to the extant equipment building (Fig. 2). 
The occunence of Layer 4 and its apparent linear shape at first suggested that it may represent the 

top fiU of the linear feature shown on aerial photographs. A 0.4m wide section cut through the 
deposit illustrated clearly that Layer 4 represented vestiges of the old land surface and the infill 
(layer 9) of a natural depression in the chalk. The depression (context 8) measured approximately 
0.60m in width and 0.5m in length. Such infilled natural features are relatively common on the 
Wolds and represent geological formations as opposed to archaeological activity. 

Stripping of Area 1 and the concluding survey of exposed features illustrated that a number of 
features as shown on Flan 109 were inconect, for example the position of the soakaway and the 
location of the site gates. 

Area 2 
A sector to the east of Area 1 was stripped to ascertain the presence of any archaeological features m 
the immediate line of the new soakaway. Excavation removed a number of concrete decorative slabs 
(Layer 5) which had been laid on a bedduig deposit of orange-yellow sand (layer 6) beneath this was 
a further beddmg layer of grey sand (Layer 7). As in Area 1 there was no vestiges of the old land 
surface m Area 2: the bedding deposits for the pathway had been deposited straight onto the frost 
fracture chalk subsoil (Layer 2). 



5. Conclusion 

Areas 1 and 2 were mechanically stripped to locate and sample the linear feature which had been 
located by aerial photography and appeared to bisect the site (Fig. 1). It is clear from the 
archaeological investigations carried out that the feature as shown on aerial cover is situated outside 
the proposed development area in this instance. 
Hiere are no archaeologically sensitive deposits in the area of the proposed development As to the 

location of the linear feature based on the archaeological excavation results and a visual appraisal of 
the site, it is suggested that this feature which is mostly likely to represent a ditch, is situated to the 
south of the development area and most probably runs under the extant equipment building. If this 
interpretation is correct then damage to the feature most probably occurred during the construction of 
the extant equipment building in the 1970's when the initial development of the site was undertaken. 



6. Recommendations for farther work 

Archaeological investigations ui Areas 1 and 2 have shown the areas to be archaeologically sterile, 
therefore tiiere is no need to evaluate the development area further. The area under the extant)!̂  
equipment building may warrant fartlier ̂ y ĵlu^ ĵon. especially during the plaiaeajey*''»Yi>T'"" ' ̂  
imdCTgrnund cable duct toliiewi^t pf fllff gquipment building, as it is possible that the linear feature 
aslSlown coi aerial photographs may still be extant in this area of the site. If this is so^ watching 
brief is suggestedasJbeme^odto evaluate the specific area during the proposed excavation ot an 
underground^Craoete cable duct immediately to the west of the equipment building (see plan 109). 
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